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divide the rivers, that empty- themselves ; the North E4ster^Mouï^ary ofthe United cautiously admitted, or not sufficiently op | of the St. John from the waters of the Pe
into the river St. Lawrefiqo, ' from -thosK.j States, I^ob JheUque.âÎ^® /submitted to posed and resisted by the Agents of the nobscot, and in another part of its course
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were indicated on the map A. according
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the gFotinTu^ppn
<-hicK.fi
^as' made ; and 29,1827. His authority to decide the parties was at the point where a line due
tiei, uiitil
arrearagVg are .paid.
' (Jromut of lessThan thirty. English imifes, the.ground
u>on ■ <hich
divas'made
■iisbe'h,
until ail. .arrearages
questions submitted is indicated in the north from the source of the river St.
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any ■ error in any ¡advertisement beyond the* aiWA-rt -i 4f brplfen high la rid,,px tending 'from^
ehai’ged'^r its"insertion; ■
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---j P’oAcj.js, ^outh westerly to fire sources of Bagot.Thq Ambassifdor'q^Great Britain, agreed that the points of difference which with only this difference, according to the
of thVlting aforesaid, upon have arisen in the settlement ofthe boun claims ofthe United States, it would in
Gxirihhcticut river, forming the^g'o.tithern
Piwdqr./of the basin of the St.-.¡j^iwrehce,.
&. smts a
'yect ; have,, examined and dary between the American and British tersect the range, and according to the
versants of
ibis b*gne
¡’[ iie des ^versants
of. fheTfivèr^^^sidered
i-he*,.rivers
samp Message and docu- dominions, as described in the fifth article claims of Great Britain it would touch the
blgllàhds ■ m'êütsyanff
emf’vnc- info iL’ The same; highlands'*
of the Treaty of Ghent, shall be referred eastern extremity of the line, and only in
,t RE P ÖTi'T.
form
the ligne des versants,' on tbe &
to some friendly sovereign or State, who tersect if it continued northwesterly.
The Legislature of this State, having, on shall be invited to investigate, and make a
’north-.Midhe river Restigdifehe, envying
To avoid any misrepresentation of the
PkOTE'ST OF THE i7.-V<MINTSTtR'; it self Info the bay,des Chàleùrs,^^ river forn?-lpöcca^ions, discussed the- question decision upon such points of difference.” meaning of the Arbiter, we will quote from
SLaJoh-p with. its/Northerly and Westerly •¿Nifle and jurisdiction of this.StatoM/. Jbp
The first question which naturally arises the document. He says, “ the arguments
(COPT.)
territory to which they cor-..M; a
brat}K.hq.r
empi
y-ing,;[nto
thejbay
r^T
Fundy,
|Jn
this case, is : did the Arbiter to whom adduced on either side, and the docu?
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_____________
_ tbo G^y„ TriM^^.hib*itedin support of then^
thè river PeèòWc'M wiG?uU Jrih westerly | British Government;had made ’an unjust
points
difference
between
'P
The àmiL^hgned, Minister iJIempôten- •branches emptying- into the bay of Penob- I claim, a claim, contrary to a fair and im- the
ernments was submitted, decide them, or I A be considered as sufficiently prepoh- tiàry and Envoy Extraordinary;ofïbe Uni
derating to determine any preference in
scot, the rivers Kennebec and Andros partial interpretation of their own acts and .advise *the manner of settling them ?
ted States of America, had the honor to
coggin, whose united waters empty into admissions, and also the right ofthe Gov
From’the’language used, it seems to favor of one of the lines respectively
receive from the hands ofhis Majesty, the
the bay ¿f Sagadahock, and the river ernment ofthe United States, under the jhave been the intention both of Great claimed by the high interested parties as
King of the Netherlands, on the tenth
Connecticut emptying into the bay, usually Constitution, to interfere with the rights Britain and the United States, to submit boundaries of their possession from the
inst. a document purporting to be an ex
called hong Island Sound. These bays of territory and of sovereignty of an in de- fthe decision of the difference which had source of the river St. Croix to the northpression of his opinion on the several
are all open arms of the sea or Atlantic pendent State, so far, as to either,- direct- ,arisen, not to an individual, but to the westernmost head of Connecticut river,’’
points submitted to him as Arbiter, rela
i
Ocean ; are designated by their names on ly or indirectly, cede or transfer any por- Sovereign
Power of an Independent and that the nature ofthe difference, and
tive to certain portions of the boundary of
I
Mitchell’s BJap ; and with the single ex tion thereof to any State, either domestic, State
or
Kingdom,
hence the propriety of the vague and not sufficiently determinate
the United States. In a period of much
ception of Sagadahock, are all equally or foreign : the Committee do not deem the language they used to express their stipulations of the Treaty of 1783, do not
difficulty, bis Majesty has had the good
well known, and usually designated by it important, on this occasion, to discuss ;intention, “ some friendly Sovereign or permit to adjudge either of these lines to
ness, for the purpose of conciliating con
their appropriate names. This ligne des these subjects further, and content them State.” - To fulfil the intention of the par one ofthe said parties, without wounding
flicting claims and pretensions, to devote to
selves by simply referring to the docu- ’
the principles of law and equity with re
it was not only necessary that the
thé high parties interested, a time that versants constitutes the highlands of the ments which have proceeded heretofore, ties
<Sovereign Power selected, should have gard to the other.”
treaty,
ps
claimed
by
the
United
States.
must have been precious to himself and
And again, “ the question results itself
There is another ligne des versants, from the Legislative and Executive de been at the time of its selection in the
people. It is with extreme regret there
into a selection to be made of a ground di
partments ofthe State Government.,
which
Great
Britain
claims
as
the
high

full and undisturbed enjoyment of its
fore, that the undersigned, in order to pre
viding the rivers that empty themselves
The documents to which your commit- \
vent all misconception, and to vindicate lands of the treaty. It is the dividing tee would respectfully solicit the attention power, and equally dependant upon, and into the river St. Lawrence from those
ridge,
that
bounds
the
southern
side
of
the
independent
of,
the
parties,
but
that
the
the rights ofhis Government, feels himself
that fall into the Atlantic Ocean : that
of the Government of the United States,
should have thus continued to the
compelled to call the attention of his Ex basin of the river St. John, and divides the are the Message of Enoch Lincoln, Esq. power
1time of its delivering its opinions upon the the high interested parties are agreed with
streams,
that
flow
into
the
river
St.
John,
cellency, the Baron Verstolk Van Soclen,
regard to the courses ot the stream deline<Governor of the State^of Maine, delivered
his Majesty’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, from those which flow into the Penobscot before both branches ofthe Legislature in questions submitted. At the time of the ated by common accord on the map A.
and
St.
Croix.
No
river
flows
from
this
selection of the King of the Netherlands,
again to the subject. But, while, on the
and affording the only basis of a decision ;
January,- 1827 ; the subsequent report of
one hand, in adverting to certain views dividing ridge into the river St. Lawrence. the Committee, on so much of the Gov or the sovereign to arbitrate and settle and that therefore the circumstances upon
On
the
contrary,
nearly
the
whole
of
the
the
differences,
he,
and
his
Government
and .considerations, which seem in some
which such a decision could not be farther
ernor’s Message as related to the North
measure, perhaps, to have escaped obser basins of the St. John and Restigouche Eastern boundary ; the subsequent cor were exercising, and were in the full and elucidated by fresh topographical investi
intervene.
The
source
of
the
St.
Croix
uncontroled
possession
of
the
Sovereign
vation, the undersigned will deem it neces
gation, nor by the productions of addi
respondence of the Governor with the Sec
sary to do so with simplicity and frank also is in this very ligne des versants, and retary of State of the United States ; the power, of Holland and Belgium, formerly tional documents.” Then follows
ness ; he could not, on the other, be less than an English mile distant from the Governor’s Message delivered before the United Provinces and the Netherlands.
“We are of opinion, That it will be
wanting in the expressions of a most re source of a tributary stream of the St. both branches of the Legislature, in Jan Subsequent events, and events, which oc suitable to adopt as the boundary of the
spectful deference for his Majesty, the John. This proximity reducing the due uary, 1828 ; the report ofthe Committee curred many months before the subject two States, a line drawn due North from
north line of the treaty, as it were, to a
had been considered, and any sort of de
Arbiter.
the source of the river St. Croix to the
on so much of the Governor’s Message as
The language of the Treaty, which has point, compelled the provincial agents of related to the North Eastern boundary ; cision was made and delivered to the par point where it intersects the middle of the
given rise to the contestation between the the British Government to extend the due the subsequent acts and doings of the Le ties, separated Belgium from his domin deepest channel of the river St. John,
United States and Great Britain, is, “ And north line over this dividing ridge into the gislature, more especially ; the measures ions and from the sovereign power of his thence the middle of the deepest channel
that all disputes which might arise in fu basin of the St. John, crossing its tributa adopted by this Legislature, a copy of Government. Losing Belgium, deprived of that river ascending, &c.” This is the
ture on the subject of the boundaries of ry streams to the distance of about forty which has already been forwarded to the the King of nearly three fifths of his sub language of recommendation or advice to
jects, and of course of three fifths of his
the said United States, may be prevented, miles from the source ofthe St. Croix, to President of the United States.
the parties of a course to be ^adopted by
The
it is'hereby agreed and declared, that the the vicinity of an isolated hill between the aforesaid documents, your Committee power and consequence, and he ceased to them, rather thana decision,*of the point
■following are and shall be their bounda tributary streams of the St. John. Con consider contain the main facts in support be the King ofthe Netherlands.
submitted ; whether the meaning is to be
The loss of Belgium arose from the
ries, Viz. : from the north west: angle of necting that isolated hill with the ligne of the title ofthe State, to soil and sove
ascertained from the language used, or
des
versants.
as
just
described,
by
passing
prevalence
of
liberal
opinions
and
the
de

Nova Scotia, viz. : that angle , which is
from the preceding arguments the conclu
reignty,
as
well
as
some
of
the
grounds
of
formed by a line drawn due north from the between said tributary streams, they her rights under the Constitution of the sire of the People to secure their rights. sion is the same, the Arbiter did not pre
The
revolution
from
the
course
the
Brit

claimed
it
as
constituting
the
highlands
of
source ofthe St. Croix river to the high
United States. An examination of those ish pursued, naturally produced feelings tend to decide, and declared he could not
lands, along the said highlands which di the treaty.
documents,
for any present purpose, will of attachment to, and dependance upon decide the point in controversy between
These two ranges of highlands as thus
vide those rivers that empty themselves
sufficiently indicate, not only the views them for aid and protection, and as natu the parties, but only intended to suggest
described,
the
one
contended
for
by
the
into the river St. Lawrence, from those
a mode, by which, in his opinion it might
heretofore entertained by the Skate, but
which fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the United States, and the other by Great the course, which she will feel it her duty rally excited feelings against the institu be decided. The Arbiter seems to have
tions of the U. States. But we go still
north-westernmost head of Connecticut Britain, his Majesty the Arbiter, regards to pursue in furtherance of her rights.
been impressed with the limitation of his
further : the course of events did not sim
river ; thence, down along the middle of as comporting equally well in all respects,
powers, and that he had no authority to
Here
it
may
be
proper
to
remark,
that
ply increase bis dependance upon the
It is
that river, to the forty-fifth degree of with the language of the treaty.
the State authorities, have not any dispo British, but compelled him to call upon decide contrary to the question submitted,
north latitude ; from thence by a line due not the intention of the undersigned in sition to embarrass the Government of the
and that he was bound to decide, if he de
them for assistance to enable him to sus
west on said latitude, until it strikes the this place, to question in the slightest de United States, in any of their negotiations
cided at all, in favor of one, of the two
tain his power as King, even, in Holland.
river Iroquois or Cataraguy *****. East, gree the correctness ofhis Maje^y’s corf- with Foreign Nations, when they pursue
lines claimed by the parties.
The British were, long before the decis
by a line to be drawn along the middle of clusion. But when the Arbiter promeds* the authority given them by the Constitu
if the deductions from the afore-recited
ion, his privy counsellors, if not the mana
to say, that it would be suitable* run thW
the river St. Croix, from its mouth in the
arguments ofthe Arbiter need any farther
tion,
and
it
ought
also
to
be
understood,
gers and regulators ofhis public concerns
bay ofFundy, to its source ; and from its line due north, from the source omhe riv^r ■that the Legislature of the State, while
elucidation, it will be found in an examin- ’
and negotiations, upon which the exis
source directly north, to the aforesaid St. Croix, not “ to the highlands which exercising their powers under the Consti
ation of the second point submitted to
tence
and
continuance
of
his
power
de

highlands, which divide the rivers that divide the rivers that fall intolhe Atlantic tution of the State, and as Guardians of
him, and his decision upon it. The second
pended. He was within their pow&r and
fall into the Atlantic Ocean, from those Ocean, from those which fall into the rjyer the rights and interests of the People,
point of difference is, “ which is the
control. Having then lost the character
St.
Lawrence,
”
but
to
the
centre
of
the
which fall into the river St. Lawrence.”
cannot and ought not to compromit the possessed at the time of the selection, the North-westernmost head of Connecticut
The manner of carrying this apparently ex river St. John, thence to pass up said rights of the State by any direct act of
river
One party claimed one branch,
King or Sovereign power of the Nether
ceedingly definite and lucid description of river to the mouth of the river St. Francis, their own, or by any acquiescence in the
and the other party, an other, and after
lands
ceased
to
be
the
Arbiter
to
whom
the examination of the evidence and ar
boundary into effect, by running the line as thence up the river St. Francis to the exercise of powers by any other State or
the differences had been submitted. ■ A
described, and marking the same on the source of its south-westernmost branch, sovereignty, contrary to the will of the
guments adduced by both parties, the Ar
decision after such a change of character
surface of the earth, was the subject, the and from thence by a line drawn west unto People as expressed and delegated in
biter instead of using the same language
and interest cannot, for any purpose be
the
point
where
it
intersects
the
line
of
sole exclusive subject, submitted by the
their compacts and constitutions. There considered as having any obligatory force and form of expression, says, “ we are of
convention of September, 1827, in pursu the highlands as claimed by the United are rights which a free people cannot
opinion that the stream situated farthest
or effect, it can be considered only a mere
ance of the treaty of Ghent, 1814, to an States, and only from thence to pass yield, and there are encroachments upon
to the Northwest among those which fall
nullity.
into the Northernmost of the three lakes,
arbiter. If on investigation, that arbiter “ along said highlands, which divide the such rights, which ought to be resisted
The next question which arises is, has the last of which bears the name of Con
found the language of the treaty, in his rivers, that fall into the Atlantic Ocean, and prevented, or the People have no as
opinion, inapplicable to, and wholly incon from those which fall into the River St. surance for the continuance of their liber the Arbiter decided the points of differ necticut, must be considered as the northence which had arisen between the two westernmost head of Connecticut river.”
sistent with, the topography pf the coun Lawrence, to the North-westernmost head ties.
This seems to be, from the arguments
try, so that the treaty of 1783, in regard of Connecticut River,”—thus abandoning
We make these remarks without in Governments ?
The Arbiter in stating the authority or which precede, and the language em
to its description of boundary, could not altogether the boundaries of the treaty, tending any disparagement to the Gov
be executed according to its own express and substituting for them a distinct and ernment of the U. States, and also with rules of decision, says, “ the points sub ployed by the Arbitrator the only point
stipulations, no authority whatever was different line of demarcation, it becomes the entire confidence and conviction, that mitted ought to de decided according to decided, of the three submitted.
The Government of the United States
conferred upon him to determine or con the duty of the undersigned, with thef on a just and careful révisai of the meas the Treaties, Acts, and Conventions con
sider what practicable boundary line most perfect respect for the friendly views ures that have so far taken place that cluded between the two powers ; that is cannot feel themselves bound to adopt or
should, in such case, be substituted and of the Arbiter to enter a protest against there will be found to exist no substantial to say, the Treaty of Peace of 1783, the be governed by the advice of the Arbiter,
established. Such a question of boundary, the proceeding, as constituting a depar impediment to giving final effect to the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Nav particularly when his advice was not
as is here supposed, the United States of ture from the power delegated by the high perfect constitutional obligations, to pro igation of 1794, the declaration in relation sought or asked by them, and Was ^iven
America would, it is believed, submit to parties interested, in order that the rights tect and preserve the ' original and inde to the river St. Croix in 1798, the Treaty at a time when his situation gave him pe
the definitive decision of no sovereign. and interests of the United States may pendent rights ofthe people of this State. of Peace, signed at Ghent in 1814, and culiar inducements for favoring Great
And in the case submitted to his Majesty, hot be supposed to be committed by any
The most important document referred Mitchell’s map, and the map A. referred Britain.
If it were to be considered, that the
the King ofthe Netherlands, the United presumed acquiescence Oh the part of their to your Committee, is the one which em to in the Convention.
The first point the Arbiter was called Arbiter had made a decision with an inStates, in forbearing to delegate any such representative near his majesty the King anated from the King of the Netherlands,
power, were not influenced by any want of of the'Netherlands.
the Arbiter; selected by Great Britain and upon to decide, was, “ which is the place tention of deciding the first point of differ
The undersigned avails himself of this the United States, by virtue of the Con designated in the Treaties as the North ence between the parties, the question
respect for that distinguished monarch.
They have on the contrary, given, him the occasion to renew to the Baron Verstolk vention ofSept. 29, 1827—to decide upon west angle of Nova Scotia, and what are arises ; has the Arbiter decided in pursu
highest and most signal proofs of their Van Soclen, the assurances tof his high the points of difference which had arisen the highlands dividing the rivers empty ance of the authority given him 1
The authority under which he acted
consideration and confidence.
In the consideration.
between the Governments under the fifth ing themselves into the river St. Law
(Signed)
WM. P. PREBLE.
present case especially, as any revision or
article of the treaty of Ghent. The Le rence from those which fall into the At has been before stated, and here it will
substitution of boundary whatever, had His Excellency the Baron Verstolk Van • ■
gislature have on a former occasion, briefly lantic ocean, along which is to be drawn be only necessary to repeat, if he has not
Soclen. his Majesty’s Minister of
>. been steadily and in a spirit of unalterable
expressed their views on the subject of* the line of boundary from that angle to decided the points of difference which had
eign .Affairs.
P' .?i ?
determination, resisted at Ghent and at
the Convention of 1827—that it did not the north-westernmost head of Connecticut arisen in the settlement of the boundary
The United States claimed a between the American and British do
Washington, they had not anticipated the
STATE OF MAINE.
necessarily and directly violate, but that river.”
possibility of there being any occasion for
The Joint Select Committee \pf the Le prospectively, it might produce a violation range of highlands which limit the streams minions, as described in the fifth Article
delegating such powers.
gislature, consisting of four on the^part^ of of their constitutional rights ; and it may falling into the river St. Lawrence, and of the treaty of Ghent, according to the
Among the questions to which the lan the Senate, and seven on the pq.rt of._ the properly be added, that the question separate them from streams flowing from Treaties and Conventions appertaining to
guage of the treaty of 4 783, already quo House, to whom was referred the Govern raised by the British, and which was rec. the same range in all other directions, and the same subject, the Government of the
ted, gave rise between the high parties in or’s special Message of the 25th March, ognized by that Convention, did not grow through all other channels, falling ulti- United States will have no hesitation in
The rejecting the decision. If the Arbiter has
terested, is the following, viz. : where at 1831, with accompanying documents, con out of a legitimate interpretation of the. mately into the Atlantic Ocean.
a point due n>orth from the source of the sisting of a copy of the award made by Treaty of Ghent, but was artfully intro British claimed a range of land, which in not performed his duties in good faith, or
river St. Croix, are “ the highlands which the King of the Netherlaliâs in relation to duced by the British Agents, and was in-, a part of its course, separated the waters has violated or transcended the powers
AND '1WAINU PALLADIUM,
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It
It is
is not
not aa little difficult to conceive, ho .1 Commissions to the Governors of the ProvFORÉÍG» NEWS
given him ; it does appear to your Committee |itreaty of 1783, it appears that the line was so
plain
language
and explicit description of ; incë of Quebec, gave to that Province, any
So
plain
1
through the middle of the lakes as the boundary,
impossible that the Government ofthe United drawn
i
could by any sound and honest j other or greater territory, from the Bay ot
H’rom UjFopF.'
mind be
be so
so totally
totally misconstrued,-and
misconstrued,- and should
should , Chaleur to the head of Connecticut river, than
States will consider their faith pledged so far as most certain and convenient boundary in that mind
Havre dates to April 2d have beeii received at
to consider themselves bound by the decision. ,quarter. That the British did indeed in the have been considered as nbt affording any ' the territory Indited by the range of higfiIt is proper to examine, the subject of dis first instance propose the Piscataqua river as basis of a decision in rrélation to the points . lands which limit the waters that flow into New-York, by the packet-ship Havre, which
suummeu. If
n. the
nw facts in relation toMitchMlt/i-! the river St. Lawrence. Nor can it be pre- arrived at that port, 10th inst.
pute. The Arbiter in stating the claims the Eastern boundary of the United States, in submitted.
made by the parties in relation to the first the second instance the Kennebec, and in the ell’s map/are considered, the conclusion of Tended that the Commissions-to the GovernThe passengers in the Havre, report, that |
third
instance
the
Penobscot.
The
Ameri

point in dispute, says, “the high interested
the Arbiter is not warranted. That was à ' ors of Nova Scotia and New-BrunsWick gave the belief of a general war in Europe was I
cans
proposed
the
river
St.John
as
the
boun

parties respectively claim that line of bounda
map of North America published while the them any territory west of the meridian very prevalent when they left France.
ry at the South and at the North of the river dary.—Neither proposition was adopted, but British and French were contending for em- ! drawn north from the source of the river fet.
On the 28th of March, the eldest son ofthe |
if
either
had
been,
a
new
boundary
differing
St. John, and have each indicated upon the
pire in North America, from the means fur- j Croix to the boundary of the Province of President of the Council, Cassimer Perrier, I
Map A, the line which they claim.” The from the ancient boundaries of Provinces nishêd by the-office ofthe board of trade and ■ Quebec, the highlands which limit the tnbuset out from Paris for London with despatch- |
line indicated on the Map by Great Britain would have been established,—The negocia plantatidns in England, and while also the jtary streams of the river St. Lawrence. .
south of the St. John, extended from the tors agreed to adopt, and did adopt, aftei all question, which had arisen under ..the Treaty ) The leading object of the Arbiter, in all his es.
Correspondence ofthe Journal of Commerce. I
source of that river, and between it and its their discussions, the ancient boundaries of of UtKetcht, by which the French ceded I arguments, appears to have been, to avoid de
HAVRE, APRIL 2.
tributaries, and the Penobscot river and its the Provinces as they had long before been Nova Scotia or Acadie, to the BritislM-as to ciding in favor of either line, because it he deAdvices from Paris up to last evening state, I
tributaries in a part of its course, and in the established by the British Government be the limits of Nova Scotia, was unsettled-. It i cided in favor of either, he could find no exresidue of its course between tributaries of tween Nova Scotia and Canada on the one was not therefore the policy of the British ! cuse for deciding against the line claimed by that the French 3 per cent, stocks fell yester- I
the St. John to Mars hill. The line indicated hand, and Massachusetts, New-Hampshire, Government to designate the boundaries of. the United States, which he could expect day below 47, and that the Regent of Belgium I
by the United States on the north of the St. Vermont and New-York to the-river St, Law the Provinces on her maps, which the com- would have even the appearance of plausibili- has been compelled to resort to violent meas- I
John, extended along the ridge of land which rence, on the other. The fact appears from piler very well understood, and therefore the ty to the world,’ and thus the chance of secur- uresjn putting down the rabble at Brussels, I
limits the sources ofthe streams which fall the declarations of a majority of the negotia boundaries were not drawn. It is hot true^s [ ing Great Britain a passage between “ Lower by firing upon them.
into the river St. Lawrence to the point upon tors, and the language used, which is nearly a supposed by the Arbiter, that Mifchejl’sjhàp i Canada and New-Brunswick, especially bePARIS, MARCH 31,
that ridge, which terminates a due north line transcript of the description of the boundaries regulated the boundaries, but the negociators j tween Quebec fy Fredericton,” would be forever
The fall which has taken place to-day in |
from the source of the river St. Croix. It is of the Provinces as established by the British.^ teguïatéd the boundaries by pencil marks lost.
very manifest the Arbiter fully understood the Of these points the Arbiter was not ignorant, upon ' the map, according to their agreement I It is with much satisfaction, the committee the funds’ is frightfullyTapid. The 5 per
cents which left off yesterday at78f60, have', >
respective claims and differences ofthe parties. for the evidence of them had appeared m the of adopting the boundaries of the Province, as ; have
seen the prompt and able manner in
'
Great Britain and the United States equally discussion of the subject of boundary, and no they were, and had been established before which the Minister of the U. States at the fallen to 75f 90, and the thre'e per cents, which *
closed yesterday at 48f 95 have fallen to 45f i
contended that the boundary was on the doubt was in his possession. That the facts the Involution.
Hague, hag met the subject in his protest ad 80. The new declinéis attributed to the J
land, a boundary of highlands, which divided derived from documents in relation to the
to the King’s. Minister of Foreign af march of the Prussians and the troops ofthe I
Another of the reasons urged as not afford- dressed
1
waters ; they could not have contended for boundary may appear as they exist, we have
fairs, to which protest for the further elucida
any other, because the treaty of 1783, de deemed it proper to collate them as follows. ing a basis of a decision is, “ that the treaty tion of their views, they respectfully ask the Germanic confederation upon the Duchy of, [
Luxemburg, and to the troubles coining on
scribes no other than one on the “highlands Boundaries in the Trea Boundaries in the Proc of Ghent stipulated for a new examination attention of the Legislature.
' Belgium.
lamation of Oct. 7,1763. on the spot, which could not be made appli
which divide the rivers that empty them
In
conclusion,
your
committee
deem
it
to
ty of 1783.
cable to- an. historical or administrative boun
From the commencement of this week,
selves into the river St. Lawrence from those
be their duty to the Legislature and to the
“ From the North- « The said line cross
which fall into the Atlantic Ocean,” nor did west angle of Nova..ing the St. Lawrence, dary.” This like the other instances?^ beg State, to declare that in their opinion, in the opinion that war is approaching has bven
the Proclamation of 1763, the Quebec act of Scotia, to wit: that an and Lake Champlain 1ging the question. Facts are better thàiffèi;v- whatever light the document which emanated generally entertained. On the exchange there
1774, the Commissions to the Governors of gle which is formed by in forty-five degrees of pothesiè. The fifth article of the Treaty ¿2 from the Arbiter may be considered, whether is now no longer any doubt. Considerable
the Province of Quebec, or the Commissions .»hL line drawn due North Latitude passes Ghent provides : “ Whereas neither the as emanating-nin »n^an individual, and not bets have been made that withinfifteenMgyg
CZ- to the Governors of Nova Sdotia or Ney]nf
1 ‘orrti from the source along the high lands point of the highlands lying due north from from that frienaiy sovereign power, or State to it will have commenced.
Gen. Sebastian! manifests constantly a,
Brunswick describe any other boundary thanL1 ofthe St. Croix river which divide the rivers the source of the river St. Croix and designa whom the points in dispute were submitted by
a boundary on the land, and as it was de to the highlands, along that empty themselves ted in the former treaty of Peace between the the parties, because he had long before the strong desire to quit the ministry ; his health
two powers as the northwest angle of Nova
scribed in the Treaty.
decision ceased to be such Sovereign ; or is much impaired, but it seems that all the
the highlands which di into the said St. Law
From an examination of the Treaty and vide the rivers that emp rence, from those which Scotia, nor the north-westernmost head of I whether it be considered as advice Cn two of■ ministers of the present cabinet are pledged
documents above na’med, one fact appears ty themselves into the fall into the Sea, and Connecticut river, has yet been ascertained ; ! the points submitted, and a decision on the in honor to remain together or retire together.
News has been received to-day from Turin.
clear and manifest—They all divide the river St. Lawrencefrom also along the coast of and whereas that part of the boundary line other ; or whether it be considered a decision
streams and? rivers into two, and but two those which fall into the Bay des Chaleurs between the two powers which extends from on all the three points submitted, ^inasmuch The health of the King of Piedmont is very
the
source
ofthe
river
St.
Croix
directly
North
classes for any purpose connected with the the Atlantic Ocean to and .the coast of the
as the decision is not warranted by his situa bad ; his death is expected every moment
boundaries, to wit ; the river St. Lawrence, the north-western most gulf of St. Lawrence to the above mentioned northwest angle of tion and the authority which was given him, His successor, Prince Carignan, in despite of
and all the rivers and streams emptying into head of Connecticut to dape Rosieres.” Nova Scotia, thence along the said highlands nor a decision of the questions submitted to Austria, will be much disposed to unite with
it from the highlands, which limit their sour river, thence down a- The same boundary is which divide the rivers that empty themselves him by the parties, the U. States will not con France in casé of war.
The only good news is, that the English
ces, are placed in one class, and in opposition longthe middle of that found in the Commis- into the river St. Lawrence from those which sider themselves bound on any principle
to all other streams or rivers, flowing from river to the forty-fifthi sions to Governors fall into the Atlantic Ocean, to the north-west whatever to adopt it. And furtlnr, should Ambassador has signed and earnestly supthe same highlands in other directions and degree of North Lati• Murray and Carleton, ernmost head of Connecticut river, thence the U. States adopt the document as a decis j ported his remonstrance to the Austrian Govthrough all other channels into the Sea or tude, from thence by a] which are dated on down along the middle of that river lo ion, it will be in violation of the comtitution- I eminent.
Atlantic Ocean ; which constitute the other line due west in said Nov. 21, 1763, theoth- the forty fifth degree of North latitude, thence al right of the State of Maine, which she can I The accounts are only three days later than
by a line due west on said latitude, until it
before received from Paris, and of course we
class. Commencing with the proclamation latitude, until it strikesi er April 21, 1767.
striked the river Iroquois or Cateraguy, has not yield.
. cannot know the result of the French ultima
of 1763, the British became particular and the river Iroquois 01
All
which
is respectfully submit ted.
tum respecting the Austrian occupation of
gave exact and well described boundaries to Cateraguy.”
Boundaries in the Que not yet been surveyed.” If the statement of the
JOHN G. DEANE,
Arbiter has any meaning, it appears to us to
Bologna. The state of the French funds,
their Provinces, so much so, that it is now
bec det, 1774.
Per order of the Committee.
mean, that inasmuch as the monument had
however, and the universal uneasiness preva
difficult to perceive how any general descrip
“ South by a line from not been erected at the angle, the stipulation House of Representatives, March 30, 1831.
tion could be more clear.
the "Bay of Chaletirs of the parties in the treaty afforded him no House of Representatives, March 31, 1831. lent, indicate that war was the confident ex
The Treaty of1783, adopted the boundaries of
pectation of all classes.
along the highlands means of deciding where the angle should be. Read and accepted.
The movement of the Austrian troops upon
the Provinces as they had been at various times
which divide the rivers This
Sent
up
for
concurrence,
the very object of the treaty,
Bologna, appears to have been unexpected. !['
clearly and distinctly described by the British.
that empty - themselves whichavoids
BENJ.
WHITE,
Speaker.
was to have the lines surveyed, and
They entered that towfl upon the 20th of I
The question submitted to the Arbiter was
into the river' St. Law the angle
If the lines had been sur
March, yet the Precursor of Bologna, ofthe |
not a question of law or equity, it was barely
STATE OF MAINE.
rence, from those which veyed andmarked.
marked the parties would have
19th says nothing of their approach. The I
a question of fact, and he only had authority
In Senate, March 81; 1831.
fall into the Sea, to a had no occasion
for his services. If the plain Read and accepted, in concurrence.
provisional government, the Italian Patriots, |
to decide the fact under the Treaties and the
point in the forty-fifth
claims which had been set up under them by
ROBERT P. DUNLAP, President. and all vyho could bear arms, retreated among |
degree of North Lati objects, clearly set forth in the article, could
Great Britain and the United States. His
the Appenines, the passages of which offered |
tude on the eastern not furnish to the mind of the Arbiter, any
authority was limited to deciding whether the
the most opportune seat for a desperate re
branch of the river basis for a decision, we cannot conceive what
STATE OF MAINE.
could. He has in this, as in other instances,
line claimed by Great Britain on the south, or
Connecticut, keeping shewn
Resolve in relation to the Report on the Govern siste nee.
more of ingenuity than of soundness
The Gazette de France of 1st April, the
the line claimed by the United States on the
the same latitude di
or’s Message, of March twenty-fifth, one latest Paris papef received, asserts-positively, |
judgment. No surveyor who had a com
north of the St. John was the line intended
rectly west through of
thousand eight hundred and thirty-one.
on the authority of the National, the fact of I
and described in the treaty of Peace of 1783.
Lake Champlain until petent knowledge of his business, would with
Resolved, That the Governor, with the ad the entry of the Austrians into Bologna on
The authority of drawing or recommending
in the same latitude it such rules as the treaties furnish, find any dif
. 22d of March, This newsbad I
ficulty
in
ascertaining
the
linesand
the
angles.
a new line, however much it was for his in
meets the St. Law The Arbiter says, “ the first instructions of Con vice of Council, be, and is hereby requested i . 21st*and
to transmit a copy of the Report of the Select j been previously contradicted, and the Austri- I
terest to do it, or for the interest of the British
rence.
that it should be done, was not conferred by
The same boundary gress, at-the time of the négociations which re Committee ofthe Legislature, on the Govern- an ambassador at Paris, M. d’Apony, continuthe Convention.
is also found in the sulted in the Treaty of1783, locate the said an or’s Message, of the twenty-fifth of March,' e(j t0 declare he had no information of such I
...........................
Austrians, it is stated in a r
The Arbiter not having pursued the au
Commission to Gov. gle at the source ofthe river St. John.” We are one thousand eight hundred and thirty-one,1 a movement. The
thority conferred on him by thè “ high inter
Journal__
du_____
Havre,.,
|
Haldi man d, dated Sep aware that this may be a British argument, communicating the advice and opinion ofthe j private letter to the ______
we are not aware that the instructions late King of the Netherlands, who at one pe- ! committed great excesses in Italy, imprison- I
ested parties” in his decision, but having
tember 18, 1777. In but
ng an(
drawn a new line, not on the land, but in the
andj executing ad libitum all obnoxious |I
the Commission to said arty thing about, or had any allusion to riod was the Arbiter, to whom was submitted ■ ¡ing
beds ©f rivers in a considerable part of its
I
Gov. Carleton, dated the northwest angle of Nova Scotia. The “ the points of difference which had arisen in persons.
course, in direct violation of the terms of the
A letter from Warsaw says, that when the |
April 22,1786, is found design of the, instructions was to form a new the settlement of the boundary between the
boundary not conforming to the ancient line American and British dominions, as de- Russian prisoners were asked where they I
Treaties and Convention and the claims of
the following.
the respective parties, from which all his au
“Bounded on the of the Provinces, but as another and different scribed in the fifth article of the treaty of. thought they were, answered that they were I
• Belgium,
•
_„
thority was derived, it necessarily follows that
and -----wereI marching on France. |
south by a line from line was adopted by the Treaty, the instruc Ghent,” with other documents, with the do- in
his decision is null and void, and ought not to
From Poland, there is nothing further- I
the Bay of Chaleurs tions have nothing to do .with the Boundaries. ings of the Legislature thereon, to the Presi
be regarded by the United States as having
along the highlands If the St. John had been adopted as the boun dent of the United States, in such way and the Russians had not made any new forward I
any force or effect.
which divide the rivers dary, an inspection ofthe Map shews that manner as may be considered to be most for movement, contenting themselves with re-1
If the Arbiter had decided in favor of the
éstablishing the communication which had
which empty themselves Nova-Scotia would not have had a northwest, the interest of the State.
line claimed by the British on the south of
Resolved, That the Governor be, and here been interrupted by some Polish troops, be
into the river St. Law but a southwest angle, if it had retained the
territory
to
the
head
ofthe
river,
on
the
left
the St.John, there might have been a slight
by is requested to transmit a copy of the Re tween the corps of Gen. Sacken and Lomza, |
rence,from those which
appearance of plausibility in the decision, in
fall into the Atlantic bank of it. We are aware the British had port of the Select Committee of the Legisla in his rear.' Lublin had fallen again into the I
asmuch as the boundary would have been on
the Russian Gen.
-----------of---------------- ---- Kreutz and Gen. ,
Ocean, to the north- made as much as they could of the fact, ture on the Governor’s Message, delivered on 1hands
the land, and according to the claim made by
westernmost head of which had ceased to have any bearing on the the twenty-fifth day of March, in the year of j Dwernicki was proceeding to Zamosk, and L
one of the parties. But the Arbiter dispatched
Conn. River, thence question of boundary, after the adoption of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and | appeared to have abandoned the design of
the British claim very briefly, and to use his
down along the middle the treaty of 1783.—But yet this argument thirty-one, communicating the advice and ■ penetrating into Volnynia, from which we in
language “ at all events if it were deemed
opinion of the late King of the Netherlands, fer that the rumored insurrection in that pro?
ofthat river to the forty- has been adopted by the Arbiter.
proper to place it (the northwest angle of No
favor of the Poles, was without
adVan-1
who at one, period, was the Arbiter to whom incein
’
...» »»tam
fifth degree of North
He,
again
in
a
subsequent
part
of
his
argu

va Scotia) nearer to the source of the river
Latitude, from thence ment, recurs to the instructions and says, was submitted “ the points of difference tage or effect.
St. Croix and look for it at Mars hill, for in
by a line due west on “ that if by adopting the line claimed at the which had arisen in the settlement of the Private letter in the Jour, du Havre oftstJtyrh I
stance, it would be so much more possible
Letters have'been received to-day from Itsaid latitude, until it north of the river St. John, Great Britain can boundary between the American and British
that the boundary of New-Brunswick drawn
strikes the river Iroquois not be considered as obtaining a territory of dominions, as described in the fifth article of aly, communicating accounts of the rigordus |
thence north-eastwardly would give to that
or Cateraguy.”
less value, than if she had accepted in 1783 the treaty of Ghent,” with the other docu proceedings^ of the Austrians since their en-1
Province several northwest angles, situated
In the Commission the river St. John as her frontier, taking into ments and the doings of the Legislature trance into that country. AH the chiefs of Ir
further north and east according to their great
to Gov. Wilmot, Gov view the situation of the country situated be- thereon, to the several Governors of the sev the insurrection, whom they could lay hands |
er remoteness from Mars hill.” The British
on, were immediately, plunged in dungeons I
ernor of Nova Scotia,’ tween the river St. John and St. Croix in the eral States composing the Unted States.
probably did not wish the Arbiter to decide
dated Nov. 21,1763, is1 vicinity ofthe sea, and the possession of both In the House of Representatives, March 31,1831. and delivered over to military courts. Many I
in favor of their claim, because if he gave
executions have already taken place. When I
found the followingi banks of the river St. John in the lower part
Read and passed.
them so much, they no doubt believed the
our Ambassador at Turin, M. de Barante, I
boundary.
of
its
course,
said
equivalent
would
neverthe

BENJ.
WHITE,
Speaker.
flagrant injustice of the act, would arouse
heard of the entry of the Austrians into Bo-1
“ East by a line to be “ Westward by a line less be destroyed by the interruption of the
such a state of feeling in the United States as drawn along the middle drawn from Cape Sa communication between Lower Canada and In Senate, March 31, 1831—Read and passed.
logna, he immediately wrote to the comma»-!
would prevent their holding any part, and that of the river St. Croix, ble across the entrance New Brunswick, especially between Quebec
ROBERT P. DUNLAP, President. 'der that if lie did not forthwith retreat, the 1
they should not be able to secure to them from its mouth in the of the Bay of Funday, and Fredericton ; and one would vainly seek to
April 1, 1831—Approved :
French Government would look upon .the I
selves a direct communication between Fred Boy of Funday to its to the mouth of the river discover what motives could have determined the
SAMUEL E. SMITH.
occupation of that place as an act of hostility1
ericton and Quebec.
The General replied, that he was in the exe-1
source, and from its St. Croix, by said river Court of London to consent to such an inter
The Arbiter seems not to have dispatched source directly north to to its source and by a pretation.”
cution of the orders of his Government, and
[communication.] .
the claim and argument of the United States the aforesaid highlands, line drawn due north,
until further orders; should persevere. It13 j
We
are
aware
it
has
been
admitted
by
the
For the Gazette & Palladium.
with equal facility. He felt the difficulty of which divide those from thence to the south
announced to-day, that the French Govern-1
British
within
a
few
years
past,
that
the
coun

reconciling the decision—which circumstan rivers that fall into the ern boundary of our
merit has sent its ultimatum in the same sense I
trywas
included
within
the
limits
of
the
COUNTY
REGISTER
’
S
FEES.
ces compelled him to make, to the evidence, Atlantic Ocean from Province of Quebec to
to Vienna. The courier, who was the bearer |
treaty,
but
they
have
said,
they
never
intend

“
For
entering
and
recording
a
deed
or
oth

and wished no doubt to satisfy the United those which fall into the northward by the
of it, was to go off last Monday. Meanwhile I
States by giving them Rouse’s point in ex the river St. Lawrence. same boundary as far ed to give It up. The reason of their giving er paper of the length of one page or under, troops are gathering by forced marches toff-1 .
it
up
by
the
stipulations
in
the
Treaty
of
1783
twelve
cents
;
and
for
certifying
on
the
origin

change for two or three millions of acres of
as the western extrem is a plain one—they had struggled, but in
ards the Alps ; and Marshal Gerard, who is I
land in Maine.
ity of the “ Bay Des vain,-to hold the people of the Uhited States al, the time when, and the book and page to command the army collecting on that point i
where the same may be recorded,five cents. has made all his preparations for departure- r
Chaleurs.”
The Arbiter supposes, that, because the
in subjection to their power, and had been
If the instrument recorded,’ exceed the Intelligence from Vienna, is expected w
The same boundary compelled to acknowledge their independ
line was drawn through the Western Lakes,
is also found in the ence, and had failed in limiting the United ;length of a page, at the rate of fourteen cents intense anxiety.—Hitherto M. de’Apony W|:
without a strict regard to the ancient lines of
Commissions to the States to the Piscataqua, or Kennebec, or Pe- a, page, the fees to be paid at the offering given no explanations in relation to what hasp
Provinces, and because Mitchell’s Map was
the instrument. For all copies at the rate passed at Bologna ; he says, indeed, he is.,
Governors of Nova nobscot rivers, and to settle the dispute agreed of
used by the negociators of the treaty of 1783,
,
Scotia in 1765, 1773, to adopt the ancient boundaries of the Prov offourteen cents a page. For entering in the without any official information on the subject. |P
upon which the lines of Provinces were not
and in the Commis inces.—This being a part of the territory margin a discharge of a mortgage, to be signed
previously drawn, and because Great Britain
The subscription for the Poles was goi»SB
the person discharging the same, twelve on with spirit in all parts of France,as .ap
sions to Gov. Parr, da which belonged to one of the States whose by
at first claimed the Piscataqua river as the
,cents.”
ted July 29,1782, who independence she. acknowledged, she could
eastern boundary of the United States, and
pears from the papers, and from a supple-1
“ And it is to be understood that a page, as ment to the Constitutionnel of the Jatest“^i
was the Governor at not in justice withhold from the State any
because the Treaty of Ghent stipulated for a
mentioned
in
this
Act
should
contain,
two
the time of the Treaty
new examination on the spot, which would
The amount of this second list is 120,Ow |part of it.
hundred, and twenty-four words.”
n 1783.
not be applicable to an historical or adminis
francs.
■
See
Laws
of
Maine,,
Vol.
1
p.
439.
The Arbiter has seen fit to introduce a
In the Commission
trative boundary, that the ancient delimita
“ M. Cassimir Perrier,” says the Tribune,!
to Gov. Carleton, the class of geographical and grammatical argu
I have had the curiosity to count the words “ wishing to make a display of force in i°r' |
tion of the Provinces does not afford the ba
first Governor of New ments. These, like other arguments, are not in two Mortgage, deeds, each of which con eign policy, has addressed a note to Count
sis of a decision.” If he had intended to
Brunswick, dated Au original with him, but are of British manufac tained less than 448 words.
have come fairly and impartially to a conclu
d’Apony, the Austrian Ambassador,
'
gust 16, 1784, is found ture. A full and sufficient answer, to all his
Admitting each to contain 448 words, equal ing explanations as.to the occupation of j>o I.
sion, it is a little difficult to conceive the rea
immediate
and
mediate
divisions
of
waters,
the following bounda
to two pages, the legal fees for recording would logna by the Austrian troops ; and this timeu
son of his having made only a partial selec
and his supposition that the verb “ divide” be, as follows :
tion of the facts, or of his assuming the ex
ryhas said very seriously, that France could n° |
requires
the
contiguity
ofthe
objects
to
be
di

“ Bounded on the
istence of difficulties which would not have
Two pages at the rate of 14
consent. The Ambassador replied, that the I
vided,
as
used
in
the
Treaty,
is
the
treaties,
westw’rd by the mouth
cents a page,
been found in practice.
28 cents.
occupation of Bologna had been conce.rteJ
the
Proclamation
of
1763,
the
Quebec
Act
of
Certifying on the original
of the river »Si. Croix
It does by no means follow that if the ne
between Prussia, Russia, England and AM
1774,
and
all
the
Commissions
to
the
Govern

the time when, &c.
5 cents.
by the said river to its
gociators did not intend to adopt the ancient
tria ; and that the Austrian Government wjI
ors, divide all the waters connected with the
Duty,
17
cents.
source,
and
by
a
line
lines of Provinces where the lakes formed a
resolved to stifle rebellion wherever it nug ,
boundary into two and only two classes, to
drawn
due
north,
from
boundary, or if the British wished in the
break out.”
Whole amount of legal fees,
50 cents.
thence to the southern wit :—those which flow into the river St.
90‘ |i
early stage ofthe negociation to limit the
CHAMBER OF DEPUTIES, MARCB*
Lawrence, on the one hand, and those
boundary
of
our
Prov

Look
to
your
deeds,
count
the
words,
and
United States to the Piscataqua river, that it
A
bill
introduced
by
the
^™
ster
^-ig|
ince of Quebec to the which through all other channels, by what I see if you have not been compelled to pay
was not finally agreed to adopt the ancient
northward by the said ever name they may be called, ultimately fall from 50 to 75 per cent, more to the Register, nance, authorising a farther sum of 100,0W I
lines between the Provinces as the boundary
boundary as far as the into the sea or Atlantic Ocean on the other.
than he was by law entitled to receive, for- francs, to be raised either by extraordinary I
of thè United States in that part of it which
taxes or by loans on Rentes, was referred to |
western extremity of the
It cannot be pretended that the Proclama his own use.
came within the cognizance of the Arbiter.
special committee.
“ And Jeshurun waxed fat and kick'd.”
Bay of Chaleur.”
tion of 1763, the Quebec act of 1774, and the
From the History of the negociation of the
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Ar. at Portsmouth, 17th, sch. Betsey, Day,
statement
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to
the
cause
of
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accident.
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of the 12th inst. (four days passage) containing 1
At a Court of Probate holden at Berwick,
R OPjbT^
weather was moderate, with a light breeze* Saco.
Ar. at New-Orleans, 29th ult. ship Gold Hun
SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1831
ivithin and for the County of fork, on the
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Lord, Farley, of Ipswich, Belfast.
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hont
of his allusions are pretty pointed, and their
The Chancellor was but slightly injured,
Sid. from Port-au-Prince, 21st ult, sch. Postthe 8th ult. and Liverpool to the 9th, were re- Some,
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Boy,
Wheelwright,
for
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Court :
ceived at New-York on Sunday last, by the meaning easily interpreted. It is the first pub broke her forward railing.—She continued by
Ar.
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Ne.wport,
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inst.
schs.
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lic expression of sentiment on the part of either
N the petition of Dorothy Storer, wid
packet ship Charlemagne, arrived at that port.
and
Hope
and
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Providence,
for
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The
of the Ex-Secretaries, written since their remov the wreck until Sunday morning.
ow of Clement Storer, late of Ports
kit France,
At at Bristol, 15th inst. schs. Mary and Betsey,
Washington was, then lying with her stern
We are indebted to the Boston Daily Adver al. North Carolina is lost to Gen. Jackson.
mouth, in the county of Rockingham and
Saco.
partly
out
of
water,
and
attempts
Were
made
tiser for the following summary of the news
At Ponce, 2d inst. brigs Maine and Richinond- State of New-Hampshire, esquire, deceased,
New-York Journal of Commerce.
'■ Massime, fc
to tow her in shore, but without success. The
representing that the said Clement died tesof this port, une.
11 on Wltii dtspj
furnished by this arrival.
Chancellor proceeded to N. York, and met Packet,
WASHINGTON CITY, MAY 3d, 1831.
Ar. at New-Orleans, 28th ult. brig Leonidas, tate$ leaving property ill said county of York,
A London paper of the last date says, that
the
President,
Capt.
R.
S.,
Bunker,
within
My dear Sir,—You have no doubt before
Walker, of this port, from New-York.
in the State of Maine, whereon his last will
the language of the French Government is this, seen in the papers accounts of the resig twenty miles of the city, on board of which
Ar. at Charleston, 6tfi, ship Mordecai, Red and testament may operate ; that said will has
still pacific, and it is stated under the latest nations of the Secretary of State and the Sec most of the passengers of the W. were taken man, Liverpool.
been filed and recorded in the Court of Pro
date from Paris, April 6, that the funds had retary at War, and the dismissal of the other and arrived here yesterday noon. The Presi
Ar. at Boston, 12th, sch. Phaeton, Gillpatrick, bate for said County of York, and that the ex
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members of the Cabinet.
ecutors therein named have declined admin
ing confidence in the maintenance of peace.
The letters of the two former, addressed to j the ,Washington, and succeeded, by attaching 13th, sld. Ann-Maria. Fernaid, Portsmouth.
istering said estate in the State of Maine aThe Austrian troops, however, were over the President of the U. States, present their 1 two cables to her stern, in towing her three
SPOKEN.
foresaid ; Wherefore she prays that adminis
running
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A
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of
15
to
18,000
men
reasons ; and the motives for the dismissal of or four rnile^ towards the shore, but the tim
16 ‘“Meai,,.
6th inst. lat. 34^, Ion. 70, brig George, Lord, of tration, with the will annexed, of the estate of
had entered Romagna. Baron Frimont, the others are assigned in the answer of the bers then started, find Captain Bunker, aban this
port, from N. Orleans for Liverpool.
said Clement, in said State, may be granted to
Commander in Chief in Lombardy and Ven President to the Secretary of the Treasury | doned the undertaking as hopeless. ' There is
her or to some other suitable person :
PARIS,
ice, issued a proclamation announcing that he and myself. In these the President admits II no probability that she can be raised. Every
ORDERED^—That the petitioner give noa
token place toi:
entered the Roman States on the formal ap that the dismissed officers have faithfully dis- j thing that could be taken from her, had -been
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
raPnl. The
plication of the Pope to the Emperor. The charged their respective duties. But intimates carried off by the sloops and boats from the
HE undersigned request all persons in estate, by causing a copy, of this order to be
wiay at78f6();i
Austrian troops reached the gates of Bologna, that the want of harmony in the Cabinet, and shore. The President met a sloop towing
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
debted to the late firm of
foeieper cents,
• March 21, but did not enter the city until the the protection of the two retiring'. Secretaries her round housed and there was a general
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
EOUBM & TOWTO,
have fallen to« • 23d.’. r; tiey bad also occupied Rimini and “ from unjust misconceptions; jmd malignant gathering around the wreck. Some boxes of,
that they may appear at a Pro
For ii, Jid were marching on for Rome, and misrepresentations,” made it necessary the goods, &c. w’ere saved by the President. The to' make immediate payment to Oliver successively,
is attributed tp
Court to be hôlden at Saco, in said
Washington sunk in the track of vessels pljr- Bourn. All demands remaining unpaid on bate
and the troopso^
Ancona. On the 24th, 1600 men marched others should go out also. .
county, on the first Monday in June next, at
through Florence on their way to Rome. A
1 uP«nthel)uck
So far as regards the inembers of the Cab. ing in the sound, and may be the cause of ac- the'first day of August next, will be left with ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
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e troubles comii»,
a Lawyer for collection. This course is ren cause, if any they have, why the prayer of
inet, this measure is comparatively of little
made a vigorous resistance between Forli and moment. It is however, a matter of deepi Providence on Monday, was spoken by the dered necessary in order to settle the estate of said petition should not be granted.
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and
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OLIVER BOURN.
*ment of this
concern as affecting the character of the Gov
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
There was not one cent of insurance on the
took three pieces of cannon.’
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3 Administrator on the
A true copy,—Attest,
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of view inp
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that arrests continued at Madrid, and that | from whence the alledged discord originated;: boat, a greater part of which was owned in
Consider |
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more than 40 heads of the principal families by whom and for what purpose, it has been’ this town, is a total loss. The value was
at withinikt
had
wut on trial before military com- fostered ; and in what respect and wherefore. from sixty to seventy thousand dollars.
A poor man moving to the eastward to re
mi fests constt r—liìibSiuuo.^^ìe insurrection in Valencia had it has been connected with the public admin
lost his trunk, containing $500, being all
been put down. All attempts to raise the istration of the affairs of the Nation. The side,
ministry; hisfei
!
constitutional banner had failed. The popu President is bound to make these explana the property he was worth.
HE Stockholders of the KENNEBUNK
it seems that ljI
Providence Daily Advertiser.
lation appeared indifferent to the cause of the tions to the people.
BANK are notified that a further divi
it cabinet aregl'
patriots, and the troops proved themselves
dend of TWENTY THOUSAND DOL
The New-York Gazette contains an ac
ther or retire togi
If it were intended to be intimated that I
faithful to the King.
. am responsible for the want of harmony in count of this disaster, but no additional par LARS of the Capital Stock of said Bank, will
ed to-day from^
There had been no further military opera- the Cabinet, the charge is unjiist. I deny ticulars to those stated in the above article, be paid to them on application at said Bank.
; of Piedmontfsift
tions in Poland. It was said that Polish Dep- that
1
By order of the President Directors.
I pursued a course that invited hostility. except that it had been satisfactorily ascer
ned every
WATER POWER, MILLS, TRACTS
uties had been sent to the head quarters of On the contrary, I went as far as a man of tained that none of the passengers in the
HENRY CLARK, Cashier.
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Kennebunk Bank, May 18, 1831.
in the Town of Kennebunk, (Maine,) 25 miles
Polish army at and near Warsaw, amounted good understanding and cordial official co second Engineer, was crushed to death by
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aw says, that whai I
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William E. Hacker, Salem, Mass, or Na
the Navy. He left Portsmouth on Tuesday
ROSCOE G. GREENE, Secretary of State.
ere asked where ■
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of Secretary of War—Thè office of Secretary Saturday night, by the steamboat Chancellor 12th, Rev. John Gunnison. Invocation,and
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were taken on board the schooner Louisa^
ministratrix of the estate of
munication whirl
in Boston, in November last, for this port.
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North Eastern Boundary, the publication of ton, proceeding to.New-York. The Wash People, Rev. Joseph Fuller, Kennebunk ; all persons indebted to said estate, are called
iynia, from which
ington changed her course toward Long Isl Concluding Prayer, Rev. Joseph Fuller ; upon to make payment.
insurrection intbatp
which we commenced last week. They oc and to avoid the Chancellor, but the latter Benediction, by the Pastor.
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loles, was without'
cupy considerable space, but will undoubtedly struck her on the larboard side, just before
The York Conference of Churches, met at
Kennebunk, May 14, 1831.
be read with interest. As the question is one the wheel-house, with the prodigious momen Lyman, on Tuesday May 10. _
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WM. LORD.
accounts of then?
We omit several articles prepared for this
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Austrians sincefc’'
Kennebunk, May 14, 1831.
ed with every step that is taken in regard to it. Nearly all the passengers on board the paper, to make room for the interesting for
„try. AU M
Jacob Fisher, for all medicine, and medi
Washington had retired to their births, and eign and domestic intelligence which will be cal services which may be necessary for the
iin they could
New-York city.—On the 10th inst. Samu the confusion that ensued can be better im found in our columns.
town poor the present year ; and that no
ly plunged in (Wj
el Stevens wtis elected President of the agined than described.
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Immediately after
other person will be paid by the town for
j military courts, u
Board of Aidermen, on the 30th ballot. Mr. the concussion the Chancellor swung round
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Stevens is a national republican and the whole and came along side, where she was lashed.
out application to the Overseers of the Poor.
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force of the Jaqkson party was opposed to him. The timbers of the Washington had been cut
of the Austriansi*
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For Sale by PALMER & MILLER.
.
James B. Murray, likewise a national re down to the water’s edge, and it was evident Mrs. Olive Odiorne.
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[ of the Poor
In Cornish, 5th inst. by Rev. Mr. Remick,
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May 12, 1831.
__________________
publican, was elected President of the Board that she must soon go to the bottom. This
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Kennebunk, May, 14,1831;_____________
candidate. In reference to these elections, with a promptness and presence of mind,
In Union, Capt. Seth Miller, ofWaldoborough,
lace as an actol*,
the N. Y. American (a republican paper) says1 which did not forsake him for a moment in to Miss Love Tobey.
that he wasi«d
— “ the reign in our city of a corrupt and ser the confusion. There were forty-four cabin
In Wilton, N. H. Lieut, Kilburn Harwood, to
’of his Govern*
vile knot of politicians is at an end ! !” The! passengers in the Washington, five of whom Miss Sally Buss.
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' OBITUARY.
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'
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chargeable to said town ; and that no bill will
in the late charter election, partially succeed gers were thrown, at being roused from their Lassell, aged 67 years.—On the 12th inst. AseSt Monday«
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circumstances, could be expected ?”—So ting off the steam from both boats, ren dered Emerv, aged 13 years,
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Kennebunk, April s, 1S31. ,
itherto M.deAh
ington went down, bow first, leaving a portion
In Limerick, on Saturday morning last, Mr. o’clock, P. M. An address is expected on the
New Paper.—We have received the first of her stern out of water. • The Chancellor George Ford, aged about 57.
occasion by Doct. Packard, of Saco.
11S in relation ,
number of the “ Yankee Laborer's Journal," continued lashed until her deck was nearly
WM. CLARK, Secretary.
; he says,. *
Drownedfin Newfield, Jeremiah, a child of
published weekly at Wiscasset, by Erastus level with the water, when she Out loose. Mr. Jeremiah Durgin.
nformation^.
Wells, May 12, 1831.
'
OR a Meeting-House of the following
Brooks. The Journal advocates the Amer About 50 packages of dry goods and other
In Buxton, 8th inst. Nelson Fogg, aged 67.
for the Poles«»8'
dimensions—length 66 feet—width 46—■
In New-York, Mr. Joseph Perkins, of Saco,
ican System and the principles of the laboring articles of freight were lost, together with
length of post 21 feet. Any person wishing
some of the baggage. Mr. George W. Glad aged 28.
men. It is ably conducted.
to contract for the above mentioned frame
In Sanford, 7th inst. Dr. Hosea Powers, aged 23.
ding of this town, lost about 25 out of 30
itionnelof
j
will call on the subscribers.
In North-Sandwich, N. H. on the 2d inst. after
A
L
yceum
has
been
formed
recently
at
packages
of
goods
and
his
watch
which
was
is second list 1
WILLIAM GOOCH,
MISS BURNHAM,
South Berwick. An introductory lecture was left in the birth. Messrs. S. N. Richmond five months distressing sickness, of dropsy, Mrs.
SAMUEL CURTIS.
Mariba, wife of Mr. William Fullerton, formerly
delivered
by
the
Rev.
Mr.
Blackaller,
of
Salm

and N. S. Draper, lost nearly all their goods. of Wolf borough, aged 60 years.
OULD inform the Ladies of Kenne
•a». ” savs ll1» ■
_
Wells, April 25, 1831.
_________ ___
on Falls. The officers of the institution for Mr. Charles Cheny was so fortunate as to save
bunk, and vicinity, that she has taken
Lost overboard from brig Triton, of this port,
year ensuing, are—Benjamin Greene, Presi all his goods, eleven packages, without dam on her passage from Mobile to Nantz, during a
a chamber in the House occupied by Mrs.
tews
otice
| dressed a
;
dent ; John P. iori/, Vice-President ; John age. Mr. T. Whitaker lost several crates of heavy blow, 7th of March, Mr. J. D. Bryant, Dighton, one door east of Mr. S. L. Osborn’s, pri
Hubbard, Secretary ; John Plummer, Treasur crockery. Forty thousand dollars in specie mate, of Saco.—Port. Adv,
where she will be happy to receive and exe r>10 the enquiry of several ©four patrons
er ; Nathaniel Low, John A. Burleigh and Lu and bank bills were saved. Efforts to save
cute orders for any branch of the Millinary I
relative to their making payment for
cius M. Purdy, Curators.
the property were not abandoned until the
and Dress Making business. Those who the Gazette & Palladium, we state foi*
’
-SHIP
NEWS.
water was three feet deep in the lower cabin.
favor her with their custom may be assured their information and all concerned, that we
lirf,;
The Governor and Council of Massachu Captain Tomlinson was the last man to quit
that every exertion will be made by her to have no authorised Agent for the collection
KENNEBUNK, MAY 21.
setts have appointed Monday, the 27th day of the wreck. Captain B. W. Comstock of the
give them entire satisfaction.
of our Bills, and that we hold all who take
June next, for the fourth trial for a choice of Chancellor did every thingjn his power to
Kennebunk, May 14,1831.
memoranda.
U,ss,a’n Gove*
Govern®99
said paper accountable to the publisher alone,
\ustnan
' ¡j;
Members of Congress in Essex North and retrieve the unfortunate accident. He was be
Saco, May 11.—Ar. sch. Ant, Benson, Boston ;
for the amounts due for said paper, unless
;bellion*r*
low
at
the
time
it
happened,
and
the
boat
was
sip. William and Henry, Woodsum, do. ; 12th,
Bristol Districts.
otherwise directed by a notice in this paper,
steered by a new pilot, the regular pilot of the schs. Enterprise, Gillpatrick, Nantucket; Pol.y,
or bv bills forwarded receipted by the sub
at
the
tannery
of
R of nEp0T,ES,’'li
Nickerson,
New'rYork
;
Gleaner,
Leavitt.
Rich

A 1 Roxbury Farmer’ states, in a late num Chancellor having been detained in Newscriber.
JAMES K. REMICH.
'¿by the5i
ia
Boston
;
14
th,
schs.
Dorcas-Hawes,
DANIEL
W.
LORD,
fy
Co.
"
““
ber of the Boston Daily Advertiser, that the York the previous trip. It is also stated that mond, viaFavorite, Providence
; April 12.
; sip. Friendship,
Mr. Voorhis, an owner of the Chancellor, was Dennis
, ;
Kennebunk-port, April 16, 1831.
present
season
‘
is
earlier
(on
the
whole)
than
tfart.hberrSUbye^
on deck, and at or near the wheel when the Boston.
any season for seventeen years.’
d e,th a wasr*
was re^
n Rentes,was*

Gov. Branch, vs. Martin Van Bur. ,

O

NOTICE.

T

Bank Notice

T

For Sale an extensive

The Othello
W

Fann in Acton.

xaavaj

y

T

Take Notice-

Three Barrels of Flour

N

Grass Seed

N

C

GRASS SEED.

Apprentice W’anted- -

W

ÍVO TICE

Notice is hereby given,

F

W

Apprentices Wanted

N

~N

.

3 towns, plantations and townships in the county
STATE OF MAINE.
AN INVALUABLE.
of Washington, North of the West Scoodic lakes,
PROBATE NOTICES.
_ one.
Secretary of State's Office, ?
That sixteen Representatives be apportioned
-PORTLAND, APRIL 20th, 1831. $
From the London New Monthly Magazine.
to the county of Penobscot, as follows—Bangor, At a Court of Probate held at Berwick, within
KERENS a sum “ not to exceed one
Tested by experience and sustained by Testimonials '
THE SPELLS~OF HOME. k
and for the County of York} on the first Mon
one; Hampden, one; Madawaska, including all
thousand dollars in each year for the ■jl/J-OST people have a remedy for CokNs
the territory in the County of Penobscot North of
day in May, in the year ofour Lord eighteen
term of four years, from the twenty third day
BY MRS. HEMANS, '
the Monument line, one ; Orono, one ; Foxcroft,
hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon. WIL of March,” s1831, was appropriated by a Re lyjL as well as other complaints ;_ but th
Guilford and Sangervill^, one ; Dover, Sebec
By the soft green light in the woody glade,
LIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said Court'd solve of the Legislature, passed March 18th, proprietor of the long known and insti!
On the banks of moss where thy childhood played :
and Bowerbank, one ; Dexter and Exeter, one ;
celebrated ALBION
J r
By the waving tree thro’ which thine eye*
Garland, Charleston and Atkinson, one ; Cor "|P|ANIEL SEWALL, administrator with . 1831—“ for the instruction and education of
First looked in love to the summer sky ;
the will annexed of the estate ofJo the indigent Deaf and Dumb, in the State of
inth, Levant and Stetson, one ; Brewer and OrBy the dewy gleam, by the very breath
rington, one ; Dixmont, Plymouth and Newburg, seph Thomas, late of Kennebunk, insaid' Maine ; to be expended by the Governor and (as prepared by the late Dr. Conway,) ^5
Of the primrose tufts in the grass beneath,
one ; Etna, Carmel, Hermon and Newport, one’; county, esquire, deceased, having presented Council, at their discretion, in defraying in
Upon thy heart there is laid a spell—
Eddington, Jarvis Gore, No. 4, Sunkhaze or No. his second account of administration of the whole, or in part, the expense of placing at the been-made acquainted with no instance of
Holy and precious—oh I guard it well !
3, No. 2 old Indian purchase or Olammon and estate of said deceased, for allowance :
American Asylum, such unfortunate Deaf its proper application, pi which it has not
Argyle, one ; Dutton, Kirkland, Blakesburgh or
By the sleepy ripple of the stream,
and Dumb persons, as may appear the most: been preferred to all other remedies for
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
administrator
Which hath lulled thee into many a dream ;
Bradford, Boydstown, Milo, Brownville and
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

suitable
subjects for education at such Insti Corns, those painful disfigurers of-the feet
By the shiver of the ivy-leaves,
Williamsburgh, one ; Kilmarnock, Maxfield,
been directed by aipÒrderof and enemies to locomotion.
- I’ have
’
To the wind of morn at thy casement-eves ;
Howland, Hammon tract, No. 2 or Oxford, No. ing a copy of this order to he published three tution”’—
nje
By the bees’ deep murmur in the limes,
notice thereof, in*such of the4.
The Albion Corn Plaster softens
1 Old Indian Purchase, Nos. 1 and 2 west side weeks successively in the Kennebunk Gazette, , Council to give■"
A
By the music of the Sabbath-chimes ;
public
newspapers
in
this
State,
as
publish*
printed
at
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
that
of
Penobscot
River,
North
of
Howland,
together,
corn, however old and tough, and extracts
By every sound of the native shade,
IS PUBLIS
with
all
that
part
of
the
County
of
Penobscot,
not
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
the
Acts
’
of
the
Legistyttfre
and
injorder
to
Stronger and dearer the spell is made.
it to-the very roots. '■ The relief afforded ¡s’
JAB
included in the above mentioned Districts West field at Saco, in said county, on the first Mon enable the Governor and Council to carryOfficeou the
and South of Penobscot River, one; Lincoln, day in June next, at ten of the. clock in the said -Resolve into effect, to request those who ' gentle, immediate and thorough.
By the gathering round the winter hearth,
The Proprietor begs leave to submit the
When twilight called into household mirth ;
Passadunkeag, together with that part of the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, are desirous of availing themselves of the
terms
By the fairy tale or the legend old
County of Penobscot, bounded West by Penob why the said account should not be allowed. bounty of the State,- (or of securing any -por following case-, Wm Mr. Stowq^, who is
rfwo doll
In that ring of happy faces told ;
scot River, South by No. 2 Old Indian Purchase,
Interest will
tion ofit- fpr the benefit of their friend's,) and well known to the inhabitants of this city
By the quiet hours when hearts unite
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and the North line of the county of Hancock,
In the parting prayer, and the kind “ good night
are qualified td enter the -Asylum, to make especially at‘the south end, and at South
remain unp:
A true copy —Attest,
East
by
the
County
of
Washington,
and
North
By. the smiling eye and the loving tone,
application to the Governor and Council, on Boston, as a very worthy and respectable
papers discc
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
by the Monument line, one.
Over thy life has the spell been thrown.
May 7.
•
or before the first day of July next.
fishers, until
That seventeen Representatives be apportion
citizen. '
And bless that gift !—it hath gentle might,
ed to the County of Somerset, as follows—Fair' “ Terms and Conditions” on which pupils
The publis
'
A
CASE.
At
a
Court
of
.
Probate
held
at
Berwick,
A guardian power and a guiding light 1
field, one ; Norridgewock, and East Pond Plan-,
are admitted into said Asylum, taken from the
any error i
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
oh
the
SIR
—
I
Ao
not
hesitate
to
give
my
most
'
It hath led the freemen forts to stand
tation, one ; Madison and Cornville, one ; Newcharged for
In the mountain battles of this land,
first Monday of May, in the year of our Lord Report of the Directors.
•unqualified approbation in favor of your
Vineyard and Strong, one ; Mercer and Starks,
It hath brought the wanderer o’er the seas,
EXPENSE.
eighteen hundred and thirty-one, by the Hon.
one; Avon, Phillips and North Salem, one;
vfììuahìe Albion Corn Plaster. By the use
To die on the hills of his own fresh breeze ;
The Asylum will provide for each pupil, of less than a box, Mrs,. Stowell hag-Le..;
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
Kingfield, Freeman, Gilman Pond plantation,
And back to the gates of his father’s hall,
Court:
or No. 2 first range, Dead River settlement, No.
board, lodging and washing ; the continual
It hath won the weeping prodigal.
cured of a corn on each foot, which bus ■
3 second range or Jerusalem plantation, No. 2
annah nason and
whiting superintendence of health, conduct, manners
Yes ! when thy heart in its pride would stray,
second range, Smith’s plantation, Holden’s plan
and morals ; fuel, candles, stationary and oth been exceedingly troublesome and painful
STEVENS,
named
Executors
iW~a
From the loves of its guileless youth away ;
tation, No. 3 third range, No. 4, fourth range,
incidental expenses of the school room, for for years, and I think it but justice to your
certain instrument purporting to be the er
last'
When the sullying breath of the world would come
and Nos. 1,second, third, and fourth ranges, one;
O’er the flowers it brought from its childhood’s home; Milburn and Canaan, one ; Embden and New- will and testament of Benjamin Nason, late which, including tuition, there will be an an invaluable preparation to add, (for theem
Think thoii again of the woody glade,
charge of one hundred and fifteen dol couragement of those, who owin&
Portland, one ; Pittsfield, Chandlerville, Palmy of Acton, in said county, yeoman, deceased, nual
And the sound by the rustling ivy made,
lars.
ra and Hartland, one ; St. Albans and Corinna, having presented the same for Probate :
ed disappointments in the various humuiebi
Think of t he tree at thy parent’s door,
. In case of sickness, the. necessary extra resorted to5 have finally despaired ofa cure,)
one ; Athens, Brighton, No. 2 second range east
And the kindly spell shall have power once more !
ORDERED—That the said executors give charges
will be made.
of Kennebec river, and No. 3 second range east notice to all persons interested, by causing a
(hat your plaster cured her Corns after,trying
of Kennebec river, one ; Solon, Bingham, Mos copy of this order to be published three weeks
PAYMENT.
other highly recommended remedies to no
cow, Nos. one, third and fourth ranges east of ,
Payments
are
always
to
be
made
6
months
in the Kennebunk Gazette,!
Kennebec river, one ; Harmony, Wellington and successively
'
in advance for the punctual fulfilment of purpose ; and what increases my confidence
Ripley, one; Parkman, Abbot, Monson, No. printed at Kennebunk, that they may appear which, and the continuance of the pupil for in the superiority of your Plaster, is the fact
IE THE YE.il
3 third range or Blanchard, No. 3 fourth range or 1at a Probate Court to be held at Limerick,in
county, on the first Monday of July next, two years, except in case of sickness or dis that it has been used by several of my
True’s Mills, No. 9 ninth range or Fullerstown, said
!
mission
by
the
directors,
a
satisfactory
bond
neighbors with equally good success. A
An Act
No. 8 ninth range or Vaughan, No. 8 eighth at
' ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew
range and Haskell plantation, one ; Anson, one I*cause, if any they have, why the said instru- will be required.
man advanced in years, had become so crip,
'Sect. 1
TERMS, PUPILS RECEIVED FOR.
for the years 1832, 1834,' 1835,
1836,1837,
1839, ( ment
J
House of H
pled with corns, as to he obliged to cut holes
- ^.--7’---------’
should not be proved, approved, and
No pupil will be received for a less term
1840iqqq
and 1841
; Concord
for/the
years A1833
. iLLE°
n??rd/one
neefor
he years
833 ' flowed as the last will and testament of the
W,'That
in
his
shoes
to
ease
his
feet
;
he
had
long
than two years, and no deduction from the
and 1838 ; Bloomfield, one for the years 1832, said deceased.
Act, every
suffered
great
torture
and
inconvenience
—
1834, 1836, 1838, and 1840 ; Industry, one for
above charge will be made on account of va
from or by
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the years 1833, 1835, 1837, 1839 and 1841.
cations or absence, except in cases of sickness. has lately been entirely cured by the use of ! Bank whos
That seventeen Representatives be apportion A true Copy—
your
Corn
Plaster,
so
that
he
can
now
walk
QUALIFICATIONS.
minished,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
L AW S OF MAINE.
ed to the County of Oxford, as follows. Paris,
Each person, applying for admission, must with comfort, and in whole shoes.—Anoth- 1 ed, shall bi
May 7.
one ; Livermore, one ; Turner, one ; Norway,
not
be
under
ten,
or
over
thirty
years
of
age
;
er case.—A young woman living near me,
and suhjpci
IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD ONE THOUSAND EIGHT one ; Bethel, one ; Buckfield, one ; Hiram and
At a Court of Probate held at Berwick, within of good natural intellect; capable of forming
HUNDRED AND THIRTY-ONE.
Porter, one; Brownfield and Denmark, one;
had become so lame in consequence of corns j strictions, 1
and
for
the
county
of
York,
on
the
first
Mon

and
joining
letters
with
a
pen
legibly
and
cor

RESOLVE apportioning the Representatives Fryeburg, Fryeburg Addition, Fryeburg Acade
day of May, in the year of our Lord eighteen rectly ; free from any immoralities of con as not to be able to go up and down stairs I in this Act.
among the several Counties, Towns, Planta my Grant, Lovell, Eastman, and Bradley’s
Sect. 2.
hundred
and thirty-one, by the Hon. WILL duct, and from any contagious disease. A without great trouble, is now using the Plas
Grant,
one
;
Waterford,
Sweden
and
Albany,
tions and Classes at the second apportionment.
Bank incor
ter
with
the
most
happy
success,
and
pros

IAM
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court
:
one
;
Hebron
and
Oxford,
one
;
Rumford,
satisfactory certificate of such qualifications
Resolved, That hereafter and until another
shall be a <
USANNAH HATCH, administratrix of will be required. It is earnestly recommend pect ofspeedy cure.
general apportionment, the house of Represen Woodstock, Andover, Andover North Surplus,
President,
Hamlin
’
s
Gore
and
Howard
’
s
Gore,
one
;
Hart

I could refer to severa] other cases, were
the estate of James Hatch, late of ed to the friends of the Deaf and Dumb, to
tatives shall consist of one hundred and eighty
Bank (
ford, Sumner and Chandler’s Gore, one ; Can Wells, in said county, deceased, having pre have them taught how to write a fair and leg it necessary, but I have seen enough of the
six members.
may requir
ton
and
Jay,
one
;
Dixfield,
Peru,
Mexico,
No.
7,
Resolved, That twenty four be apportioned
sented her first account of administration of ible hand before they come to the Asylum. Plaster to satisfy me it is the best preparaed to final ji
to the County of York in the following manner ; No. 8, and No. 2, one ; Weld, Berlin, Carthage, the estate of said deceased, for allowance i and This can easily be done, and it prepares them
use a comr
each of the towns in said county shall elect one. No. 1 first range, No. 3 second range, Township also her petition for ah allowance out of the to make greater and more rapid improvement. tion in this country, or perhaps in any oth
to revoke,i
er, for the cure of corns, and were its vir
That twenty seven Representatives be appor E. and Nos. 1. third and fourth ranges, one ; personal estate of said deceased :
For the information of those who may be
tioned to the county of Cumberland as follows : Greenwood, Newry, Gilead, Riley, Bachelder’s
tues generally known, I doubt whether you | ish and pu,
ORDERED
—
That
the
said
administratrix
able
to
defray
a
part
of
the
expense,
them

Grant,
Township
B.
Andover
West
Surplus,
Portland, four ; Scarboro’, one; Cape Elizabeth,
could prepare the article fast enough to | lations as t
convenient
one ; Westbrook, one ; Gorham, one ; Standish, Holmes and Nos. 5 first and second ranges; one. | give notice to all persons interested, by caus selves, the following extract of a letter, m an
meet the public demand.
[Approved
by
the
Governor,
March
10,
1831.]
i
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
—
vaa
^
uamv
mauc
uj
me,
as
iu
me
ex

swer
to
enquiries
made
by
to
the
exone ; Windham, one ; Falmouth, one ; Cumber
iion, and at
.(Signed)
SETH
STOWELL
weeks
successively
in
the
Kennebunk
Gapense
of
clothing,.
&c.
from
Mr.
Weld,
the
iders
duly
land, one ; North Yarmouth, one; Gray, and the
AN ,ACT concerning
„ Corporations.
_____ K.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county, Principal of the Asylum, is submitted.
Gore between Raymond and Gray, one ; Ray
Keeper of the Toll house, South Boston t votes, the s
mond, and the Cape lying between Raymond
Be. it enacted
the•-------Senate
and House tyy
of xvcpiwOTmRepresenta- Mati they
may appear
Probate Court to _ “ As to- the
expense
Bridge.
. -----by
J------i i
. ---- at
. a -------------- ----1----- - of clothing per year
J v>cii <at
xl
lo substitat
and Standish, one ; New-Gloucester, one ; twesm .Legislature assembled, Thai all acts of mcoipo- he held at
Saco,/ in said county,
sav,
nunil
,
-------------- J 7 on the first the Asvlum
—- —I can only
J
J J that ifCla pctpil
seem to th<
Boston, June 17th, 1829.
II H
nasooH oftow
. ............ of
T___ ___ <’.i
, , . I„_____ .1. .11 X!....-. 1
1 <. -.¿A
. Jr r
Freeport, one ; Pownal, one; Durham, one ; ration
ration Wilich
winch sh»
shall
bea passed
after the passage
Monday m June next, at ten of the clock in | comes well furnished with Winter and Suming entered
Price 50 cents.
Danville, one ; Poland, and the unincorporated this act, shall at all times hereafter be liable to the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they mer clothes, which is expected (and should
binding: 1
territory between Poland and Raymond, one ; be amended, altered or repealed, at the pleasure have, why the said account should not be
-----' the- expense of keeping
always be .i,„
the case,)
t W^ulations
Minot, one; Bridgton, one; Brunswick, one; oi the Legislature, in the same manner as if an
debiutatld females
up his supply, will not probably in any one
’ ’ Constitute)
Harpswell, one ; Harrison and Otisfield, one ; express provision to that effect were therein con allowed, and the said allowance made.
year, be more than from fifteen to twenty five
said Banki
HE complaints peculiar to the female
Baldwin and Sebago, one.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tained, unless there shall have been inserted in
dollars.”
capable in
That twenty six Representatives be apportion such an act of incorporation an express limita A true copy,—Attest,
part of the Community, have been
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
It was further stated by Mr. Weld, that in long successfully treated by the administra
ed to the County of Lincoln, as follows
Thom tion or provision to the contrary.
ceive, possi
May 7.
s
aston, two ; Lisbon, one ; Bowdoin, one ; Litch
[Approved, March 17,1831.]
cases where the Legislature defrays only for tion of the Aromatic Pills, originally pre
sors and as
field one ; Bowdoinham, one ; Topsham, one ;
a part of expenses of a pupil, a bond is requir
hereditame
Bath, one ; Dresden, one; Wiscasset, one;
ed of “ the parent or guardian,” for a faithful scribed and compounded by Dr. RÈLFE.
law, with f
Boothbay, one ; Whitefield, one ; Jefferson, one ;
rhey cleanse the blood from those disorders
discharge of all other necessary expenses.
of the sami
Nobleborough, one ; Bristol, including Monheaan fg^HE subscribers having been appointed FlpHE Subscribers having been appointed
ROSCOE G. GREEN, Secretary of State. ol the female constitution, for which the
monies am
by the Hon. William A. Hayes, Esq.
Island, one; W aldoborough; one; Union, one; -S- . by the Judge of Probate tor the county -aMay 7.
2m
Pills are an effectual specific ; they restore
principles (
Warren, one ; St George, Muscle Ridge Islands, of York, Commissioners to receive and ex Judge of Wills, &c. for the county of York,
advisable:
a free circulation, reform the irregular ope
Matimc and Ragged Island, one ; New-Castle
Commissioners to receive and examine all
amine
the
claims
of
the
several
creditors
to
made by ai
and Aina, one ; Edgecomb and Westport, one ;
the claims of the several creditors to the es
ralions of the sanguiferous system, and rec
stock, nor i
Bremen, Friendship and Cushing, one ; Wash the estate of
tate of WILLIAM GOOD WHY, late of Ac
tify the disordered habits. The proprietor’s
JSDMUND
LORD,
ington and Patricktown, one ; Lewiston, one
of exchang
ton, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby
confidence
in
the
superior
excellence
of
this
late
of
Kennebunk,
ift
said
county,
blacksmith,
!
for the years 1832, 1834, 1836, 1837, 1838 1839
payment ol
to the several creditors aforesaid,
J 841 j Wales,
nine xxone
»-» ’for
— i the
L years-w 1833 1835’1840
~ ’ cleceasec1’.represented insolvent, hereby give give notice
*•
equally innocent and powerful preparation
sponsible n
___years
J
K.
Phipsburg, one for .1
the
1832? 1834 ’ J1836’ notice
Has this day opened a new assortment of is founded on the most decisive testimony
notice that
that thpv
they Will
will attend th.,t
that business
at 11Ln<lL
«ö’i six months 7from
N" the fourth day of April,
dorsers thi
xooi, are® allow
allowed
to bbring
in and prove
®d .tthem
h™' t0
™g m
1838,1840; Richmond, one for 1833 1835 1837’ the office of Dahiel Sewail, Esq. on the last i 1
from many restored patients. He can as
firm com pc
and
the“------commissioners
will
th“r claims,
clR,ma- ”
nd that ,h
wS’
Woolwich, one for 1832’ 1834’, 1836’ Mondays in May, July and August text, ö™ iI their
to be consi
sure this portion of the public, that when
3 to
to 6
6 o
o’’clock
e.lnp.k in
in the
the afternoon
a-ftomzxzvn of each of
,.c„....i
J838, 1840; Georgetown, one, for 1833 1835 3
said !i attend to the business aforesaid, at the dwel
shall be m
ling-house of Nathan Goodwin, in said town
1837,1839,1841.
’
’ days.
CONSISTING IN PART OF
full amoun
of Acton, on the third Saturdays of May and
That twenty four Representatives be appor EDWARD E. BOURNE, ) ~
paid into tl
tioned to the County of Kennebec, as follows : JAMES M. ROSS.
PILLS FOR
$ Commissioners. the four following months and on the first Silks ; Plain & Check’d English Ginghams ;
Sect. 3.
. —Augusta, two ; Hallowell, two ; Leeds, one ;
Saturday of October next, from two to six Scotch do.; 9d. Prints ; Super, do.; Laces ;
Kennebunk, April 30, 1831/
Bank, exee
Monmopth, one; Winthrop, one; Gardiner
o’clock in the afternoon on each of said days. Oscarines; Mandarines ;
Gent, and-Ladies’ Kia Gloves ;
one ; Pittston, one; Readfield, one ; Sidney
shall go int
JOHN BODWELL,
one; Waterville, one ; New-Sharon, one ; Far
Hose &.£.Hp%eFig’d. & Plain Muslins;
are regularly taken according to .the direc
money, em
JOHN
BRACKETT.
mington, one ; Wilton, one ; Clinton and the
fifty per ce
Broadcloths.; Cassimeres ; Sattinetts ;
tions accompanying them, they revive and
Acton, April 25, 1831.
Gore between Clinton and Pittston, one ; Vas
shall have 1
Rouen Cassimere ; Stripes ; Drillings ;
establish the desired healthy habits, and re
salborough, one; China, one; Dearborn and
Bleached & Brown Cottons, &c. &c.
and shall tl
store to the palid countenance the natural
Belgrade, one ; Chesterville, Vienna and Rome,
have been .
HAVE J UST RECEIVED,
: : : ALSO : : :
one ; Mount Vernon and Fayette, one ; Green,
glow of health and gpod spirits.
HE Subscriber having been duly ap
appointed 1
one for 1832,1834, 1836,1837,1839,1841 ; Tem- OILK CAMLETS ; Pongees ; Brown and
The pills are an approved general rem
pointed administrator of the goods and EOWaRB S. Z’ZlWM;
and consen
ple’/neif°Jo18B1835’ 1838,1840; Winslow,
Straw coloured Battiste for Bonnets ;
estate of CALEB EMERY, late of Eliot,
edy in cases of obstructions, debility, hypo
shall be, at
CORN; RYE;
0116 r°r ¿oFJo8/4’ 1836’ 1838> 1840 5 Wavne Brown Cambric ; Superior Black Italian
Physician, deceased, and has taken on himself
amine and
chondria, green sickness, giddiness, palpi
°ne ?r S’ S’ 1837’ 1839’ 1841 ’ Windsor, Crape, broad selvage ; Black Bombazine ;
Java
Coffee
’
;
Rice
;
Pork
;
Fish
;
that trust by giving bonds as the law directs,
vaults,, and
one for 1832, 1834, 1836,1838,1840 ; Albion and Pink, Blue, and Straw colored Florence;
tation of the. heart, bad digestion, loathing
Double
&
single
refined
Sugar
;
Brown
do.
;
jority of th
X1oC?^2r;™territory north of Albion, one Green Barrage ; Mourning and Fancy Ging would hereby give notice to all that have de Figs ; Raisins ; Currants ; and many other ()ffood, pain of the stomach, shortness of
mands against said estate to exhibit the same
for 1833,1835, 1837,1839,1841
capital hatl
hams
;
Russia
Diapers
;
Umbrellas
;
articles
not
enumerated
;
all
of
which
are
of

breath
upon
very
of
’
ery
little
motion,sinking
oj
for settlement,
it, and all that are indebted are
That fourteen Representatives be apportioned
of said Ban
Horse-Skin
Gloves
and
Mits
;
Black
Lasting
;
fered
at
a
small
advance
for
cash.
the
spirits,
am
”
*"
d lbs consequence, a dejected
requested to settle,
i ’ z and’ that
____
to the County of Waldo in the following man
he will attend to
tive shares,
Saco, April 16,1831.
4w.
ner
Camden, one ; Lincolnville, one ; Belfast, Rouen Cassimeres ; Cassinetts ;
mtson
Mandava of
nf May
Mmr
countenance and dislike for exercise and
said settlements
on the third Mondays
and that it
Hamilton
Stripe
;
Book
and
Swiss
Muslins
;
one; Prospect, one ; Frankfort, one ; Montville,
conversation.
and the three following months at his resi
Main as pai
one ; Hope and Appleton, one ; Palermo and Corded Cambrics ;
dence at Sanford-corner ;—for the conven
certificate t
Married ladies will find the Pills equally
I reredom, one ; Searsmont and Liberty, one ; Foundation Muslins and Millinetts ;
ience of the inhabitants of Eliot, Kittery and
useful, except in cases of pregnancy, when k ry of State,
Unity, Troy and Burnham, one; Monroe, Jack- which with a general assortment of other
N ork, be. will attend to settle book accounts
Ban
S°A Tx?d1JT^?rndlk.e’ One ’
Swanville goods, will be sold cheap for CASH.
HE subscriber has just received a large they must not betaken ; neither must they
at
the
late
residence
of
the
said
deceased,
in
cept by ext
and Waldo Plantation, one ; Belmont and Knox,
May 7, 1831.
assortment
of
be taken by persons of hectic or consumpEliot, on the fourth Monday ofMay, 1831, and
trators or e:
one ; Northport and Islosborough, one.
thereof sha
continue all the week if necessary.
LAS
FRENCH^ »tive habits. They may be used successful
That eleven representatives be apportioned to
ly by either men or women in all Hypo
the county of Hancock, as follows :—Bucksport
capital stoc
WILLIAM EMERY, Jr. Administrator.
AMERICAN GOODS.
shall receiv
including Orphan Island or Isle of Wetmore,
chondriac,
Hysteric or Vapourish disor
Sanford,
April
27th,
1831.
CONSISTING OF THE FOLLOWING, VIZ I
this
State,
one ; Deer Isle and Isle au Haut, one ; Vinal- qiHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
ders. In all cases of this description, the
Broad-cloths ; Cassimeres ; Sattinets ;
he has contracted with the town of
haven, with the Islands thereto belonging, inclu A
money in n
Pills
purify,
invigorate,
and
revive
the
dis

Summer
Vestings
;
Tlpn
cloth
suitable
for
ding Matinicus, one ; Mt. Desert, Cranberry Kennebunk, for the support of the Poor, for
within six j
ordered system. Price $1,50 cents a box.
HE subscribers being appointed by the gentlemen’s and boys’ Summer wear ;
Isles, Placentia, Black, Marshalls, Long Pond the present year, and that suitable accommo
twelve mor
Ii-hns, Conreys and Burnt Coal Islands, one ; dations are provided for them at the PoorJudge of Probate for the County of Green Barrage ; Cambricks ; Dimoties ;
Sect. 4.
%*None genuine unless, signed on the
Muslins ; 4-4 Linens ; French Crape;
Eden and Trenton, one ; Ellsworth and Surry, House, where they will be properly taken
York, Commissioners to receive and examine
amount of
outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
one ; Brooksville and Sedgewick, one ; Penob care of. Lie therefore forbids all persons har the claims of the several creditors to the es a good, assortment of Fancy Hdkfs.;
at any one
etor,T. Kiddrr, immediate successor to
scot and Castine, one ; Orland and Bluehill, one ; bouring or trusting any of them in any way or tate of
Gentlemen’s do.
•
yond the ar
Gouldsborough, Sullivan, Franklin, townships manner on his account or on account of the
the
late
Dr.
WT.
C
onway
.
For
sale,
JOHN TRAFTON,.
AN. ELEGANT ASSORTMENT OF
Paid in, incl
No. 7, 10, 9, 16, and Eastbrook or No. 15, one ;
■with all the other ‘^Conway Medicines,”
English
Ginghams
and
Calicoes.;-.,
'i
town,
as
no
debts
of
their
contractingwill
be
late
of
York,
in
said
County,
Yebman,
de

whether in
Hancock and No. 8 adjoining No. 14 or MariaP
a
gJAMES
WARREN.
Ladies
&
Gentlemen
’
s
Gloves
;
■
CotRJn
Hose
;
ceased, represented insolvent, and Six months
at his; counting Room, No. 99, next door to
ville South, No. 20 or Mariaville, No. 27 or
•and no loar
Kennebunk, May 5th, 1831.
time being allowed for that purpose, hereby Ribbons ; Needles : Sewing Cotton's ;
J. Kidder’s Drjig Store, corner of Court
Hampton, No. 26 or Amherst, No. 8 or Otis, town
shall any bi
Tapes.
';
Buttons
;
&c.
Nib.
.
give notice that they will attend for that pur
ships No. 21,22, 28, 32. 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40 41
nation or bj
.and Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
Hair
Combs
;
v
.
2’ ?’S,in£?Uf!ing- Olammon Plantation and
pose at the house of Theodore Wjeson, in
any other p
ton
&also, by hisspecial appointment,by
Page s Mill Settlement, together with a strip of
said York, on the first Saturdays of June, Ju Black Sincluiw,. Sarsnet, Changea- )
Sect. 5.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
land in the same County north of the Lotterv
CALF
ly, August, September and October next, ble Florence, mixed Camlet, -plain > SILKS.
tai amount
townships, one.
J
%*Large discount to those who buy to
THE SUBSCRIBER WISHES TO PURCHASE
& Changeable Gro.?de Sapjbs
)
from two to five o’clock in the afternoon.
Poration sh
That ten Representatives be apportioned to the
sell again.
Merino Shawls ; ’
GALF-SKINS, for which he will THEODORE WILSON, ) „
b°nd, bill, i
County of Washington as follows
Eastport
Brown Sii^etings ¿g? Shirtings ;
NATH
’
L.
SWETT,
(
Commissioners.
W
pay
from
10
to
12i
cts.
per
lb.
ceed twice
one ; Calais, one ; Steuben, Harrington, Cher
Morocco; Kid & Pruhello Shoes;
PLfcASE NOTICE.
York, April 7, 1831.
He has for sale, at his shop, Leather Shoes
ryfield, Annsburg or No. 17, Beddington or No.
t,Iady paid
Leghorns
and
NaVarino
bonnets,
&c.
&c..
23, and No. 29, one ; Columbia, Addison, Jones and Boots.—Ladies’ Morocco and Cloth Shoes,
account of,
boro’, with the Islands belonging to the same can be furnished at short notice.
to said Co
Sec.
plantations No. 23, Nos. 19, 24, 25, 30, 31, 36,’
than doub]
'
RALPH CURTIS.
OULD
inform
his
friends
and
custom

15
Bags
prime
Porto
Rico
&
Java
Coffee
;
4/.’ 43, 5,6, and 18 adjoining said towns, one ;
Kennebunk, May 7, 1831.
actually paj
ers, that he has let-his store and sold
Machias, Machias Port and Cutler, one ; East
New-Orleans Molasseis ; Sugar ; Teas ;
so due fron
Machias Whiting,, together with townships Nos.
Raisins ; Superfine Flour.
his stock of goods to GEORGE D. CONANT, .whose
adrn
13, 18, 24 & 25. adjoining the same, one < Perry,
AME.8^ BACK STR APED SHOVELS;
apd would be pleased to have them continue
»able forth
Robbinston, Charlotte and Baring, one ; Lubec & Aft or 50 Cord/Oak and Maple Wood
Manure Forks; Hoes ; IRON of various sizes. to purchase their Goods at the old stand. He
And an act
ANTED one or two hundred yards
Trescott, one ; Denneysville, Edmunds, No. 14,
is wanted, for which the highest
GRASS SEED.—HERDS UR \SS & CLO would request all persons who have any de
ir?’tghtag!
TOW AND LINEN CLOTH, of VER
Cooper, No. 19, Crawford, Baileyville, Alexan- Jmarket price will be paid by
SEED. All the above GOODS are of mands against him to present them for imme
hews, execu
der Nos. 26, 27, 21, and 17, one; Hodgdon,
good quality, for which a fair price will be
diate payment, and those-indebted on account
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Commissioner’s Notice.

T

CASH GWEN FOR
SKINS.

TO W 4» LINEN

CLOTH. •

W’ood ^W’anted-

GROCERIES,

W

W

Houlton, New-Limenck, together with all the

A -1 on ,oo. PALMER & MILLER.
April 30,1831.

paid by
PALMER & MILLER.
April 28,1831.

fered for sale at the most reasonable prices for
CASH.
WILLIAM LORD.
to make an immediate settlement.
Kennebunk, April 16,1831.
Alfred, April.11,1831.
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